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TBSTRACT In this paper a recycling activiry is intoduced into an input-output model
- :lich ordinary production as well as pollutant abatement activities take place, and the

: i=::s of theintoduction of the recycling activity are examined. The recycled good is
,,;'-:red to be different from the other commodities. Similarly, the pollutant used in the
":--'.;.ng activity either has or has not been subject to the abatement. Three different
: := : :arions of activity form the analytical framework, For all these combinations, it is the

--< irat if the recycling activity is efficient the introduction of recycling has favourable
:-:--s upon employment as well as the environmental aspects, although the criterion for the
: ----::::c)'is slightly different from case to case.

. L\TRODUCTION

''.3.a:l}'three decades have elapsed since Leontief (1970) published a pioneering
.- :.3 that applied input-output analysis to environmental problems. However, it
ct:r-. -iat liule attention has been paid to the analysis of recycling activities within
:i :r?:ie\\'ork of input-output analysis. A probable reason for this is that recycling
sl . i-iS have to be treated by assuming joint production and not the usual non-joint
:- -,---:ie production) which is an implicit postulate of input-output analysis. This
:r---:-- the pollutants discharged from production processes are reckoned as the

* -:::cucts of those processes. An explicit recognition ofjoint production often
,-r' : : :-ralltical diffrculties and hence yields few satisfactory results as in the case
' :: \eumann models. Therefore, it would be of some value to investigate the

= ':::::ental repercussions of recycling activities within the framework of input-
: -: -alr sis.
-: -:is end. we first consider an economy where r-l useful goods (henceforth,

i' .rr; --i good, for simplicity) labelled I through r-1, are produced with the emission
" '-' :.r..utants labelled r+l through n. If necessary the number n-r of pollutants is

;-::; :1 s. The index r denotes the recycled good exclusively, unless otherwise
;:,*- : :.: iollowing Leontief (1970), we assume that the pollutants in this economy
;': ' - =::i". (meaning that the pollutant is, at least partly, made harmless).

,:':::.::'r I defines the notation used, notes a preliminary consideration and

r -r :1-:r3S rhe three cases that will be studied in the subsequent section. In Section
!: ::3sent our basic model and argue the cases one by one. Section 4 offers

- : j -:-:: remarks and highlights any problems that remain to be studied further.
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2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY MATTERS

The notation and symbols used in the analysis that follows are:

Ar, = Ia,,l; i = I ,"',r-l t i =1,"',r-l where au istheinputof good i perun::
ofoutput ofgoodT (produced by sectorT).

Ar, = la,r) ; i = 1, "',r-l ; i =r+1 ,"',n(=7+s) where au isthe input of good:
per uhit ofabated pollutantT (abated by sectorT).

Ar, = fa,r); i =r+1,"',fl i i =1,"',r-l whereau istheoutputofpollutantipe:
unit of ouput of good7.

Ar, = fa,r) i i =r+l ,..',il i i =r+1, "',2 where au istheoutputofpollutantipe:
unit ofabated pollutantT (abated by sectorT).

The technical coeffrcients to represent the recycling activity assumed to conven
a pollutant, say n, into a useful recycled good r are as follows:

a,i i i = 1,...,2 istheinputofrecycledgoodrperunitof outputT U =1,...,r) o:
of abated PollutantT U = r+l , "' , f,) .

di, i i=1,'..,n-l is the input of good f (i = 1,...,r) or output of pollutant ;

(i = r+l , ... , n-l ) per unit of output of recycled good.

an, is the input of pollutant n per unit of output of recycled good r, hence an, is
negative.

In vector notation, these coefficients are written as a,, = larr, ... , e,,_t).
ao = farr,1,...,arnJrdr' = forr,"',er-t J'*d al = lar*1r, "',anJlrwhere'denotes
the transposition of a vector or matrix to which it is attached.

x, = [x, ,...,x,-rf/ is the vector of output of goodT (J = I , ..., r-l ).
x, = fx,*1, ..., *,1' is the vector of output of abated pollutantT Q = r +1, .'., B) .

c = fcr,..., ")' is the vgctor of final demands for goodT (j = 1,...,r').
tt = 1u,.1,...,unf is the vectorof upperbounds onthe pollutanty (i =r+l, ..,n)

which remaines unabated.

We now list the matrices of technical coeffrcients before and after the

introduction of the recycling activity under investigation.

l=

where 0 is a column vector consisting of the appropriate number of zeros.

The inverses of (.r - A), (I - z1 ana (I - i), if they exist, are presented by B, E
and a respectively. In addition, B and 6 are, if necessary, partitioned in the same

manner as A and i have been. Thus, we have:

0

0

V,,

I - ?,, 't 
n,,f 

^ v,, A,,l Ir o" r 
ln = 

ln;,,',,""; ::) ^ 
= 

ln" n"l " = 

[";' 
',; "':)

4,,

o/

An
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6,,

6r,,

6,,

f :: later convenience, we write the l-th row (the7'-1fu column) of a marix, say -8, as D,

-'' ' 1 and we denote the r-th row unit vector (the7-th column unit vector) of suitable

=cerby e, (ei) Therefore, tBrrBrrBrrl = b, = e,,zrrrdfBlrnlnirl -- b' = e'.
S::rilarly, l{rrErr6rr) = 6, and 16!16:16!11 = 6' .

Having dealt with notational maffers, let us now proceed to a preliminary
:.:':sideration - whether the recycled good r is qualitatively different from the other

;::d (represented by D) or not (represented by S) and also whether pollutant n has

r--=C1' been abated (represented by A) or not (represented by NA). All of the logical
r:ss:bilities are: Case I @) and (A), Case 2 @) and (NA), Case 3 (S) and (A), and

-:-- -1 (S) and (NA).We will confine ourselves to the analysis of the first three

=:gories, for as will be stated later, Case 4 is dealt with by combining the method

-s: to analyse Case 2 with the aggregation scheme that deals with (S).

lais section is finalised by stating our fundamental assumptions and their direct

-:r:cations. First. the assumption of non-joint production is taken for granted.
j"*-;.:nd. conventional as it is, we suppose that

:.- (I - A) satisfies the Hawkins-Simon conditions.

---: :t should be noted that (tI) is equivalent to

d,rl
_t
Brrl
-t

Brrl

t-
lB,,

_t_
B = IB,,

[n,,

lB,, 8,, 8,,

, =1r,, 8,, 8,,

t,, ,,, ,,,

--l (I - i') is non-negatively invertible.

S:nce (.I -ri) is a principal submatrix of (1- A), (H) obviously

l :.-r ersely, (lI) implies that there exists r, > 0 (t = | ,2) such that I

-:: be any positive number. Then

- Arfz

+ (I -Arr)x,

l:;- ' I - A) is shown to satisff the Hawkins-Simon conditions.r
l:: non-singularity of I further establishes the following lemma:

implies

- rrr'l
F'l

(H').

> 0.

,)r,

, ,,H 
lu no,nr'o

>- Kemp and Kimura (1978), p.7.
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Lemma I. Under(t[), the setofall eigenvalues ofBD coincides with that of DB.

Proof. Let v be any eigenvalue ofBD andy be the corresponding rou'
eigenvector. Then, by definition, y is non-zero and lBnl : q,.
Postmultiplying both sides of this equality by B, we have

6,8)(DB):vOB). Noticing that a non-singular matrix hansforms
a nonzero vector to a nonzero vector, y is an eigenvalue of DB.
By w and z denote an eigenvalue of DB and the corresponding
column eigenvector. Then from (DB)z : wz and the non-
singularity of .B coupled with the fact that z + 0, it follows that
(BD)(Bz): w(Bz) and that (Bz) * 0 . Hence w is an eigenvalue
of BD. This completes the proof.

3. ANALYSIS OF RECYCLING

As a starting point, we consider the input-output system before the recycling
activity is introduced. Recalling that each final demand cannot exceed the net outpur
(gross output - interindustrial uses) of that good and that every pollutant remaining
unabated must not exceed the corresponding upper bound, we have:

(I -A\x <

where x = Ixl,O,*ll'and c(r) is a subvector obtained from c by deleting the r-th
element c,.

Following convention, we will assume that loose inequality (l) contains no strict
inequality. Under this assumption we introduce the recycling activity and suppose
that Case I holds. Then the system to be studied becomes:

l"l
(r -i)i. I r I (z)tt

L-u )

where i = lt!,r,,xl)/.
Our first task is to calculate 6 if it exists. Since i = A + D,

(I - i) = (I - A)(I - BD). Hence (I - i\ is non-singular if and only ifthis is tnre and
then so is (/- BD). A direct calculation of (/- 8D) gives

-(Brrar'*Brroi\

| -oo

-(Brror' t Brrol)

(1)

H]

'l

'l
-orrl

rl
Q-no1 =
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An inspection of the matrix D suggests that the matrix BD is probably non-
::esative for it is only al which contains a negative element (a",). Obviously

(eBD) =
j*r
j =r

';:ere e is a row vector of appropriate order, whose elements are unity (a sum
.' :;tor). Notice here that there is little possibility of using the recycled good to
::riuce other goods or of abating the pollutant until there is available information
::",-ut the quality of the recycled good.

Then, it is plausible to expect that a,,eb i (i * i does not exceed unity and if
:-s (i = 1,..., n-l) are sufficiently smali, i.e., if the recycling activity is efficient
::-:rsh. we can safely assume that eBa'< I since eBa'< eBal , where
:"'=lar,,..,dn-1r,0]/. WehavethusshownthatthesuppositionthattheFrobenius
: :;rr alue B of BD is less than unity, is not too stringent because p is known not
': :rceed every column sum of BD. Because Frobenius' theorem on non-negative
--:=ces guarantees that (/ - Bn!-t exists and is non-negative and Lemma I ensures

:;: 3 is the eigenvalw of DB with the largest absolute value then (I - DB) is surely
:::-s:nsular and the infinite power series of DB converges to (.I -Da!-r. This
:: ' : . es us to assert that:

6 = B(I-Da1-t
= B(I + DB + (DB\z +... 1

= B (I + D(I + pp + (BD)z *... )B)
=B+D(I-Bo1-tt

- . - B D)-t B = F represents the changes in the Leontief inverse due to the newly
:: ::.:..rced recycling activity.

. -' summarise, we can say that in our discussion about recycling, BD, (I - BO1-r
,': i are non-negative and recycling activity is likely to increase almost all
: --::--€:toral multipliers, although there may be a few exceptions.

!: :ar. we have concentrated our attention on the effects of a recycling activity
: :-i eontief inverse. We now turn to the problem of how to evaluate the recycling
,;-..:. iaelf. One strategy is to compare the situation investigated with a situation
: : - r:: good r is produced without the pollutant n. Let A - bethe matrix obtained
::-: .r b,1'replacing cn, with 0 and let Ebe a matrix whose elements are null except
--- ---.: (n. r) element which equals lan,l. Then A- = i +E and therefore

- 1'r = (I-i -E). Computingtheexogenousvectorwhichattainsthe same

-: --j rrat are yielded in the recycled case, we see that the answer is given by

(I - A)(Eg) = (I - Eb(I - hffs)
= (r - EE)s

= [ct, "'rcr; -ur*1s"'s -xn-!, -un-lanrl6rg)'

-::-:: = 7g/,-u/f/.

I o "nj
\ ;1.,
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Therefore we can assert that without the abatement of pollutant n due to the

operation of the recycling activity, pollutant z would increase by -la,,l6,s given the

same output.
In the evaluation, we have made no mention of labour markets. However, a full1

automated recycling process is unlikely, so it makes sense to examine the effect of
the recycling activity on employment.

A thorough study of this effect needs an extended input-output system of
considerable complexity, such as Batey's model l0 (1985, p77; oiginally developed

by Oosterhaven (1981)). Nevertheless, for our purposes we can make use of a simple

extended input-output system, obtained from the model in Figure I of Madden er a/.

(1996. p.210) by discarding the complexities arising from consumers' behaviour and

different patterns of income-formation (labour income). This simplification still
allows us to study the essence of our problem.

If v, denotes the labour input coeffrcients of industryT (J = 1, "', n) and v,,.vo

and v are (v, , ..., vr-1), (vr*1, "', vn) and (v' vr, vn) respectively then, the variation

I of the employment caused by the recycling industry is computed to give:

L = vEg - [vr,0 ,vo)Bi
= [v,,0,volF!*v,ef!+fv,e,iFlc,e]+v,c, (3)

= Iu{{ + vna;l(I - BD)-I(B g + v,a,(I - BD-|(B f, + v,clfn + v,c,

because 6 = B + F, f = lc(r)/, 0, -u \, g =, + c,e' and v = [vr, 0, vof + v,e r.
Equation (3), in particular the second part, implies that the total change in

employment is decomposed into:
l. Changes in employment in non-recycling industries. These are caused by the

shift in the Leontief inverse due to the fact that the recycling industry starts

(hereafter, the shift in the Leontief inverse, for simplicity) with unchanged

exogenous factors (1i).
Changes in employment that the recycling industry would generate if the

exogenous factors were kept intact in spite of the start of recycling activity.
The contribution of the recycling industry to the changes in employment due to
the shift in the Leontief inverse as well as to increases in final demand (","') ,

A direct effect ofthe recycling activity to produce the final demand given a new ( c, )
on the employment.

The last third of equation (3) tells us that among all of the terms of equation (3), the

terms with ambiguous sigrs are vrral {t - Bol-tt y and v,c,fo. The other terms are

positive (or at least nonnegative). This is natural since we are assuming an efficient
recycling industry.

In Case 2 no attention is paid to the abatement of pollutant z until recycling
comes into operation so pollutant n is reduced only by an x,.To depict this situation,

we create a submatrix consisting of the first z - I rows and columns of ,i and

denoted by A# and write [xr,'.., ,n,r7', [cr,..., crt -u7+r,"', -un-rlt and

lant,"',a,o-rfi as x#, go ild aj respectively. Therefore, the system to be

considered is:

2.

J.

4.
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(4)lQ -'qu)rr = gu

\ ':"0 'un

Since I # is a matrix of technical coefficients of typical Leontief type, it is justifiable
:o supposethat (/ -Ao)-' =B# existsandisnon-negative.If a!Aogo =un, Bugu
solves system (4). Otherwise, we have to change the exogenous vector so as to make

lvstem (4) consistent. In this context, it would be reasonable to reduce at least one
:inal demand for goods, other than recycled goods, because a reduction in c, entails
a decrease in the amount of pollutant n used by industry r. By i, denote the planned
::t in c,, so that the resultant change in output vector x# is'given \V.e p!.Sy
::,''osing ii whjch is the minimum of {OXnogo -un) t1aiti7, ,

,iB'go -un\ / t"ltl-rl), a satisfactory solution can be found."
\\'e now turn to Case 3. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that good r-l

. of the same quality as good r. If this is so, then it might be possible to consolidate
:.::h sectors so that the criterion of consistent aggregation is met.2 Unfortunately

-.-*h 
an approach proves impossible irrespective of (A) or (NA), since in this case,

:-: sign of a--_, differs from that of a--. This violates the necessary and sufficient
- nf-t nt

:.:xiitions for consistent aggregation which require the existence of a scalar & such

Jr d,,-r = ka,, for all i different from both r - I and r. Therefore we must content
: -->eives with lefting the first order aggregation bias vanish. If we do so, then
:e-1:em I l-2 of Morimoto (1980; pp. 85 - 87) assures us that our aim can be attained
:. :.Jopting the aggregation weights defined by3

c.
n, = t ir (cr_, + cr)

i:: the notion of consistent aggregation and necessary and sufficient conditions for
::rj-i:nt aggregation, referto McManus (1956; p.32) and/or Kimura (1985; p.169).

l:eorem I l-2 (1980; pp. 186 -187) is, as Morimoto points out, a concise restatement of
-:g- : assertion (1954; p.l 19) if we partition the set of all indices ({1,. ..,n}) into Pr ,'.., P 

m

E: ij:tose that the sectors belonging to P, are consolidated to be the hybrid sector i(i =
.-! \\'e now introduce additional notation: #P,= the number of the elements tn P,,f=

! , :::r: of exogenous variables such as final demand, I ,= ? row vector consisting of #P ,

- -{:, (/p)=asubmafix(subvector)obainedfroml(/)byextzctin9an,V) suchtrat h e Pi
G\: : : P uidA* =the matrix ofaggregatedtechnical coefficients. ln these symbols, the fint
r:f, -lregation bias is represented as (l+S - SA)l; where S stands for dn m x n mafix

-.: _ -.a-.-:.

fo ieP
s.,=1, I I otherwise

. :r: { 'S -Sl)4) = @!;1 ,fr,- I.f ,7,,'.. , e,^I Jr_- I ,Aep fr.\, the first order
r=-:= r:r bias is seen to disappbar if

j =r-1,r3

ai = (1 ,Arpfr,) / (I rfpr) for i = | , "', n
:l:.,;s:-: Putrn: n-1, P,= {i} or {i+ 1} accordingtowhether i<rori >r,and

- : llen the weighs shown in the text follow at once.

($)

P,_r= lr-1,
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These weights are dependent upon the current bill of goods, which implies the
in order to keep the first order aggregation bias null the aggregated technica-
coefhcients and hence the aggregated Leontief inverse should be modified as the

final demand for goods r - I and/or r varies. At a glance, these modifications look
tedious. However, taking the constancy of the technical coefficients before the

aggregation for granted, the application of the extended Sherman-Morrison formula
by Sonis and Hewings (1995, equation(12) on p.64 and its column version) makes

this approach practical since the weights are extremely easy to calculate.
It is now evident that the remaining case, Case 4, needs no further consideration

because it is solved in the same manner as was employed in Case 2.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Summarising our analysis, we may conclude that an efficient recycling activit).
once it starts, has favourable environmental and demographic effects, although studl
of the latter is fairly limited at present. Thereforen we urgently need to further our
analysis of more complicated input-output systems. In order to do this, we have to
rely not only on formal analysis but also on a simulation experiment based on

numerical computation. As a prerequisite to this, we probably need to revise the

methods we use to automatically generate computer programs to solve a given non-
linear dynamic system (Kimura (1993, pp. 300 - 322)) in order that some of the

anticipated complexities ofthe numerical simulation can be handled as automaticalll'
as possible.

In principle, the aggregation scheme to cope with situation (S) hardly bothers us.

However, if we wish to extend the model to include many recycling activities.
producing goods whose quality is close to that of goods already produced then the

recalculation concomitant with the aggregation would be cumbersome. In this case

the computing method would prove extremely useful, because it automaticalll
generates and runs a progr{rm to execute successive applications of the extended
Sherman-Morrison formula.

It is also necessary to study the behaviour of real wage-rates as recycling
activities have the ability to bring about more employment opportunities. As was
pointed out by Negishi (1979; p.93), when households are pessimistic about future
increases in labour demand, they are willing to work as much as necessary, provided
the prevailing real wage-rate lies within a certain range. As employment
opportunities increase the pessimism turns to optimism. Thus, we need to find ways
of developing the extended input-output system to cope with patterns of labour
supply existing when households are optimistic about employment opportunities
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